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What would the world be like if 80 percent of the population manifested superpowers called

â€œQuirksâ€•? Heroes and villains would be battling it out everywhere! Being a hero would mean

learning to use your power, but where would you go to study? The Hero Academy of course! But

what would you do if you were one of the 20 percent who were born Quirkless? A sinister group of

villains has attacked the first-year U.A. students, but their real target is All Might. Itâ€™s all that

Midoriya and his classmates can do to hold them off until reinforcements arrive. All Might joins the

battle to protect the kids, but as his power runs out he may be forced into an extremely dangerous

bluff!
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This is the volume where things get interesting - for those who have watched the anime that is -

since here we reach the point where the anime stopped and get to know how to story goes on. I

was super excited to know how things will turn out, how the members of class 1-A are developing.

To my surprise lots of declaration of rivalry happened but at the same time it makes me happy since

this will create the opportunity to get to know them better, in deeper depth.I won't say more, not

wanting to spoil anything. But if you liked the previous two volumes you will like this one too.

I think my rating for this is more of a 3.5; I enjoyed the second half a whole lot more than the first



half. We start off with the finishing of the battle between class 1A and the group of villains who broke

into the University, ultimately this has serious consequences for All Mighty. Then it's time for the

annual UA sports contest where all students compete against each other. I'm a sucker for these

competition battles in shonen manga and wasn't disappointed. The book ends with the winner of

Round 1 and the announcement of what the challenge for Round 2 will be.

I like this series. My biggest beef is that deku doesn't really use a lot of his powers in this volume.

Sure, he uses his brain to come up with a great strategy. Maybe thats the point, but a whole volume

and one full action arc still is unwinding reminds me that this is indeed a shonen manga. The

character development is real as opposed to contrived by allies saying deku improved (I hate when

a manga does that). This will be a good read, pick it up to finish the amusement park arc, but be

aware another arc is just begining.

I'm a big fan of My Hero Academia, and I'm glad that the third volume comes out. Every chapter

gets really exciting and it always keeps me hanging of what happens next. There's a good reason

why it's selling so good in Japan. Also the anime comes out in April. People the hype is real!!

Very good read the art is very good, shipping was great love it.

Pretty great! I really am enjoying this series, i only wish it would have more frequent releases.

Seriously one of the best shounen mangas i've experienced in a long long time.

My Hero Academia has quickly become my favorite manga. It's the only one I actually felt compelled

to purchase when they become available in my country.

Once again, this is a fantastic story. Introduces a lot of new characters this volume from the other

classes.
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